DND launches book on Defense and Security

Defense Secretary Voltaire T. Gazmin addresses the attendees to the launching of the book “Defense and Security: Challenges and Prospects” on November 29, 2013 at the DND Social Hall. The book compiles the essays and presentations of Secretary Gazmin during international and local engagements, covering different areas such as the evolving defense and security architecture, management of security challenges, reducing the risks of disasters, as well as remarks on global peace, ASEAN, and institutional development reforms of the Department of National Defense.
Assistant Secretary for Strategic Assessments Raymund Jose G. Quilop looks on as Defense Secretary Voltaire T. Gazmin signs copies of the book “Defense and Security: Challenges and Prospects” for the guests during its launch on November 29, 2013 at the DND Social Hall.
Defense Secretary Voltaire T. Gazmin with the recipients of the DND Long Service Award and the November birthday celebrators at the DND Social Hall on November 29, 2013.
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